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They’re the Greatest Heroes of the 19th Century…

Though Not Our 19th Century!
BRASS: The Audio Series

In an 1885 very different from the one in our history books, the Family Brass is 
the most celebrated clan in the British Empire. Each is a certifiable genius; Lord Brass an 
inventor, Lady Brass a Sherlock Holmes-level detective, their daughter Gwendolyn a con 
artist and mistress of disguise, and their son Cyril a martial artist savant. But when they 
return to their beloved London after years abroad, they find themselves at war with a 
criminal syndicate run by the mysterious Crime Minister. An action-filled mystery full of 
witty banter and unlikely romances, BRASS is a Victorian genre-busting series that 
redefines what Steampunk can be. 

BRASS is a multiplatform adventure serial available as an audio drama, a series 
of live shows, and a trio of short films. The audio drama version was originally streamed 
to over 50 commercial stations in the US and Canada courtesy of Seattle’s Imagination 
Theater, and is available as a podcast through iTunes and other platforms.  
 Developed over three years and featuring a company of over 50 actors, crew and 
writers, BRASS features a collection of veteran Seattle and Northwest-based artists with 
some significant experience in stage and independent film, including Ron Richardson 
(Lord Brass), Kate Kraay* (Lady Brass), Katherine Grant-Suttie* (Gwendolyn Brass), 
Jeremy Adams (Cyril Brass), Terry Edward Moore* (The Crime Minister), Tadd Morgan 
(Oscar Wilde and many others), Phillip Keiman* (Ponder Wright), Matt Middleton (Lord 
Whitestone), Margaret Bicknell (Mrs. Drake), Nancy Frye (M. Tressano) and Larry 
Albert* (PC Edwards and many others).  (*Member of SAG/AFTRA.) It’s written and 
directed by John Longenbaugh, author of over a dozen-full length plays, including 
Arcana, Scotch and Donuts, and Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Christmas Carol, 
which has had over 50 productions across the country and in Canada and England.  

Where can I learn more? 

For an introduction to BRASS, go here: http://battlegroundproductions.org/
projects/brass/ 

To listen to the podcast, start here: 
http://battlegroundproductions.org/category/podcast/page/3/ 
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To watch our BRASS short films, go here: 
http://battlegroundproductions.org/projects/brass-film/ 
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